Abstract: Suppose that we have a DTD and XML documents valid against the DTD, and consider writing an XPath query to the documents. Unfortunately, a user often does not understand the entire structure of the documents exactly, especially in the case where the documents are very large and/or complex, or the DTD has been updated but the user misses it. In such cases, the user tends to write an invalid XPath query. However, it is difficult for the user to correct the query by hand due to his/her lack of exact knowledge about the entire structure of the documents. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that finds, for an XPath query q, a DTD D, and a positive integer K, top-K XPath queries most syntactically close to q among the XPath queries conforming to D, so that a user select an appropriate query among the K queries. We also present some experimental studies.
Introduction
Suppose that we have a DTD D and XML documents valid against D, and let us consider writing an XPath query to the documents. Unfortunately, a user often does not understand the entire structure of the documents exactly, especially in the case where the documents is a very large and/or complex or D has been updated but the user misses the update. In such cases, the user tends to write an incorrect XPath query q in the sense that q is not "valid" against the documents or the answer of q is disappointing due to his/her structural misunderstanding of the documents. However, it is difficult for the user to correct q by hand due to his/her lack of exact knowledge about the entire structure of the documents. On the other hand, a query q written by a user is at least an important "hint" in order to find a correct query, even if q is incorrect.
Therefore, in this paper we propose an algorithm that finds, for an (possibly incorrect) XPath query q, a DTD D, and a positive integer K, top-K XPath queries syntactically close to q among the XPath queries valid against D, so that a user may select a desirable query from the top-K queries.
As a brief example of our algorithm, let us consider the following simple DTD D. <!ELEMENT site (people)> <!ELEMENT people (person)*> <!ELEMENT person (name, email, phone?)> <!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT email (#PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT phone (#PCDATA)> <!ATTLIST person id ID #REQUIRED> Suppose that a user wants name element of the person whose id is "123" and that he/she tries to use an XPath query q = /person[@id = "123"]/naem, which is not valid against D. nsuzuki@slis.tsukuba.ac.jp Our algorithm finds XPath queries "syntactically close" to q based on the edit distance between XPath queries, proposed in this paper. In this example, our algorithm lists the following top-K XPath queries syntactically close to q (assuming that K = 3). Each XPath query q is followed by the edit distance between q and q , assuming that the cost of relabeling l with l is the normalized string edit distance between l and l [16] . (1.75) 3. /site/people/person[@id = "123"]/name (2.25) As above, by our algorithm the user can obtain top-K correct XPath queries syntactically close to q without modifying q by hand even if he/she does not know the exact structure of D. Although the above DTD D is very small, DTDs used in practice are larger and more complex [4] . In such a situation, a user tends not to understand the entire structure of a DTD exactly, and thus our algorithm is helpful for writing correct XPath queries on such DTDs.
In this paper, we focus on XPath queries using child, descendant-or-self, following-sibling, preceding-sibling, and attribute axes. Although our XPath queries support no upward axes, this usually gives little problem since the majority of XPath queries uses only downward axes [11] . Thus, we believe that our algorithm is useful to correct a large number of XPath queries.
An overview of our algorithm is as follows. Let q be an XPath query and D be a DTD D. To obtain top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, we first compute the set of valid queries obtained by correcting q, then select top-K queries close to q among the valid queries. To obtain such a set of valid queries, we construct a graph called "xd-graph" (Fig. 1) . The important point of xd-graph is that valid queries obtained by correcting q are mapped to paths from the start node to the accepting node. For example, consider the XPath query q and the xd-graph in Fig. 1 . The path n 0 → a 0 → d 1 → c 2 on the xd-graph represents a valid query / ↓:: a/ ↓:: d/ ↓:: c, which is obtained by inserting / ↓:: a to q c 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan and substituting the label of the first location step ↓:: e with d. Similarly, the other paths from the start node n 0 to the accepting node c 2 represent valid queries obtained by correcting q. Another important point is that, for any path p from the start node to the accepting node, the cost of p represents the cost of correcting the input query to the valid query represented by p. Therefore, once an xd-graph is obtained, it suffices to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph to obtain top-K valid queries syntactically close to q.
Related Work
Reference [5] proposes an algorithm that finds valid tree pattern queries most syntactically close to an input query. Their algorithm and ours are incomparable due to the underlying data models; in their data model a tree is unordered and a schema is represented by a DAG, while we use DTD (recursion is supported) and a tree is ordered. Since in our data model a schema allows cycles and a query allows sibling axes (→ + , ← + ), their algorithm cannot be applied to our data model. Note that Choi investigated 60 DTDs and 35 of the DTDs are recursive [4] , which suggests that it is meaningful to support recursive schemas. Besides query correction, several related but different approaches have been studied for XML; query expansion, inexact queries, interaction, keyword search, etc. Reference [18] takes a query expansion approach instead of correcting queries. References [2] , [3] , [7] , [8] deal with a top-K query evaluation for XML documents to derive inexact answers, i.e., evaluating a "relaxed" version of the input query, if it is unsatisfiable. Inexact querying is also studied in Refs. [13] , [14] , in which a user can write an XQuery query without specifying exact connections between elements. Reference [17] proposes an interactive system for generating XQuery queries. There has been a number of studies on XML keyword search (e.g., Refs. [12] , [20] , [21] ), which are especially suitable for users that are not familiar with XML query languages. Several XML editors (e.g., XMLSpy [1] ) support auto-complete for XPath query editing, but they do not support listing K correct XPath queries. Finally, this paper is a revised version of Ref. [10] . Besides a number of minor fixes, this paper provides (i) a discussion on location step exchange operation (Section 4) and (ii) a revised version of experimental results (Section 7). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries. Section 3 defines edit operations to XPath queries. Section 4 shows that finding top-K valid XPath queries is NP-hard if location step exchange is allowed as an edit operation. Section 5 introduces xd-graph, which forms the basis of our algorithm. Section 6 gives algorithms for finding top-K valid XPath queries. Section 7 shows some experimental results. Section 8 summarizes this paper.
Preliminaries
Let Σ e be a set of labels (element names) and Σ a be a set of attribute names with
where d is a mapping from Σ e to the set of regular expressions over Σ e , α is a mapping from Σ e to 2 Σa , and s ∈ Σ e is the start label. For example, the DTD in Section 1 is a triple (d, α, site), where 
For a DTD
, or (ii) for some label a , a is reachable from a and b appears in d(a ). In the following, we assume that any label in a DTD is reachable from the start label of the DTD.
In this paper, we use XPath queries using child (↓), descendantor-self (↓ * ), following-sibling (→ + ), preceding-sibling (← + ), and attribute (@) axes. The set of such XPath queries is denoted XP. Formally, XP is the set of XPath queries defined in Table 1 . Thus, an XPath query (query for short) q in XP can be denoted 
, query /↓::
By |q| we mean the number of location steps in q, e.g., if q = / ↓:: a/ ↓::
If a query q has neither predicate nor attribute axis, then we say that q is simple.
Edit Operations to XPath Query
In this section, we define edit operations to queries. We propose the following six kinds of edit operations.
• Axis substitution: substitutes axis ax with ax , denoted ax → ax . For example, by applying ↓ → ↓ * to / ↓:: a we obtain / ↓ * :: a.
• Label substitution: substitutes label l with l , denoted l → l . Throughout this paper, we assume the following. Let U = {↓, ↓ * }, S = {→ + , ← + }, and A = {@}.
• An axis can be substituted with an axis of "same kind" only, that is, ax ∈ U (resp., S , A) can be substituted with an axis in U (resp., S , A) only.
• A location step ax :: l can be inserted to a query only if ax ∈ U and l ∈ Σ e . A cost function assigns a cost to an edit operation. By γ(op) we mean the cost of an edit operation op, where γ is a cost function. In the following, we assume that γ(op) ≥ 0. A cost function can be a general function as well as a constant. For example, γ(op) can be a string edit distance between l and l if op = l → l . For an edit script s = op 1 op 2 · · · op n , by γ(s) we mean the cost of s, that is, γ(s) = 1≤i≤n γ(op i ). For a DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K, the K optimum edit script for q under D is a sequence of edit operations
Operations Causing Intractability
In this section, we show that location step exchange and predicate exchange make finding top-K valid queries intractable. Let us consider the following decision problem, called query correction problem. Input: A DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K. Problem: Determine whether there is an edit script s to q such that γ(s) ≤ K and that s(q) is valid against D. We have the following result.
Theorem 1 If location step exchange is allowed, the query correction problem is NP-hard. Proof We reduce the directed Hamiltonian path problem, which is NP-complete, to the query correction problem. The directed Hamiltonian path problem is defined as follows. Input: A directed graph H = (V, E) and nodes u, v ∈ V. Problem: Determine whether H contains a directed Hamiltonian path from u to v. Let H = (V, E) and u, v ∈ V be an instance of the directed Hamiltonian path problem, where V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v k }. From this instance, we define a DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K. First, D is defined to simulate H. Formally, Σ e , Σ a , and D = (d, α, s ), are defined as follows.
c 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan where seq i is any sequence of labels such that v j occurs in seq i iff
Second, query q is defined as follows.
As for the costs of edit operations, we define that the cost of a location step exchange is one and that the costs of the other edit operations are ∞.
In the following, we show that H has a directed Hamiltonian path from u to v iff there is an edit script s to q such that γ(s) ≤ K and that s(q) is valid against D.
(⇒) Assume that H has a directed Hamiltonian path from u to
there is an edit script s to q consisting of only location step exchanges such that γ(s)
Assume that H has no directed Hamiltonian path from u to v. Then any path from u to v on H of length k visits some same node more than once. This and the definition of D imply that in order to make q valid, we need to use a location step deletion, a location step insertion, or a label substitution, which costs ∞. Thus there is no edit script s to q such that γ(s) ≤ K and that s(q) is valid.
We also have the following. Theorem 2 If predicate exchange and label substitution are allowed at the same time, the query correction problem is NPhard. Proof Again we reduce the directed Hamiltonian path problem to the query correction problem. Let H = (V, E) and u, v ∈ V be an instance of the directed Hamiltonian path problem, where
From this instance, we define a DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K. First, D is defined to simulate H. Formally, Σ e , Σ a , and D = (d, α, s ), are defined as follows.
where seq i is a sequence of labels such that v j occurs in seq i iff
As for the costs of edit operations, we define that for any l ∈ Σ e
the cost of a predicate exchange is one, and that the costs of the other edit operations are ∞.
We can show similarly to Theorem 1 that H has a directed
Thus, it is unlikely that we can find top-K valid queries efficiently, if we use location step exchange or predicate exchange. In the following sections, we consider finding top-K valid queries without location step exchange.
Finally, let us consider the expressive power of the edit operations. Under the following restriction, the six edit operations are "complete" in the sense that any query can be transformed into another arbitrary query by using these edit operations.
• No new predicate can be added to a query. We believe that this restriction is reasonable since (i) it is unnatural to add a predicate that is not written by a user and (ii) it is hardly possible to "infer" an appropriate predicate from an "empty" predicate. The completeness can be shown easily since a query q can be transformed into another query q by deleting every location step of q and inserting every location step of q . In fact, the completeness still holds even if location step exchange and predicate exchange are omitted, although more edit operations may be required to correct a query. For example, let q = / ↓:: a/ ↓:: b and q = / ↓:: b/ ↓:: a. If location step exchange is allowed, q can be transformed into q by just one edit operation, otherwise at least two edit operations are required. In summary, since the completeness is preserved, we believe that our edit operations have an expressive power enough to handle the problem of correcting invalid queries, even if location step exchange and predicate exchange are omitted.
Xd-Graph Representing Valid Queries
In this section, we introduce a graph called xd-graph, which forms the basis of our algorithm. An xd-graph is constructed from an XPath query and a DTD, and as we will see below, the xd-graph represents the set of valid queries obtained by correcting the input query.
Throughout this section, we assume that each query is simple.
Overview
For a query q and a DTD D, in order to obtain top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, we first need to compute the set of valid queries obtained by correcting q, then select top-K queries close to q among the set of valid queries. However, it is not obvious how to obtain such a set of valid queries in which top-K queries can be found easily. To cope with this problem, in this paper we construct a graph called "xd-graph" from q and D, as shown in Fig. 2 . An xd-graph has a start node and an accepting node, and valid queries obtained by correcting q are mapped to paths from the start node to the accepting node. Thus, in order to obtain top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, it suffices to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph.
Let us show the structure of xd-graph. As shown in Fig. 2 (d) , an xd-graph consists of |q| + 1 DTD graphs and some edges connecting the DTD graphs, where the DTD graph of D represents the parent-child relationships between labels occurring in D (Fig. 2 (c) ). The reason why we use such multiple DTD graphs is that we have to represent every edit operation to each location step of q. As shown in Fig. 3 , the edges between the first and secc 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan ond DTD graphs represent edit operations to the first location step ↓:: a, the edges between the second and third DTD graphs represent edit operations to the second location step ↓:: e, and so on. To identify the edit operation of an edge, an xd-graph has several kinds of edges; a "horizontal" edge l i → l i corresponds to a location step insertion, each "slant" edge l i−1 l i corresponds to a label substitution, and each "vertical" edge l i−1 l i corresponds to a location step deletion. For example, consider the edges on the path n 0 → a 0 b 1 c 2 c 3 (the thick path in Fig. 3 ).
• The first "horizontal" edge n 0 → a 0 represents inserting location step ↓:: a before the first location step ↓:: a.
• The second "slant" edge a 1 b 1 represents substituting the label of the first location step ↓:: a with b.
• The third "slant" edge b 1 c 2 represents substituting the label of the second location step ↓:: e with c.
• The last "vertical" edge c 2 c 3 represents deleting the third In the following, we first present the detailed examples of xdgraph (Section 5.2), then give the formal definitions (Section 5.3).
Xd-Graph Examples
To construct an xd-graph, we need a graph representation of
Now let us illustrate xd-graph. We first present the following three cases by examples, then define xd-graph formally. Case A) Only child (↓) can be used as an axis. Case B) Descendant-or-self (↓ * ) can be used as well as ↓. insertion, location step deletion, and label substitution. Figure 5 shows xd-graph G(q, G(D) ). The xd-graph is constructed from 3 copies of G(D) with their nodes connected by several edges. Here, n 0 , n 1 , n 2 are newly added nodes, which correspond to the "root node" in the XPath data model. Each node is subscripted, e.g., the node s in G(D) is denoted s 0 on the topmost DTD graph of G(p, G(D)), s 1 on the second topmost DTD graph, and so on, as shown in Fig. 5 .
We have the following three kinds of edges in an xd-graph.
• A "horizontal" edge l → l corresponds to a location step insertion.
• A "slant" edge l l corresponds to a label substitution. In this case, we can use ↓ * axes as well as ↓ axes. Let us first consider an edit operation inserting location step ↓ * :: l to a query. For this insertion, we add edges representing the edit operation to an xd-graph. Figure 6 shows the xd-graph constructed from the DTD graph in Fig. 4 and a query q = / ↓:: d. Each dashed edge in Fig. 6 Let us next consider axis substitution between ↓ and ↓ * . Figure 7 shows the xd-graph constructed from the same DTD graph as above and the same query q = / ↓:: d. In the figure, for simplicity we omit some of the edges representing location step insertion, location step deletion, and label substitution. In Fig. 7 Finally, substituting ↓ * with ↓ can be represented by a slant edge similar to label substitution (l → l ), and the deletion of a location step using ↓ * axis can be handled similarly to the location step deletion in Case A. Case C) Sibling axes (→ + , ← + ) can be used as well as ↓ and
Let us consider handling → + and ← + axes. 
Formal Definition of Xd-Graph
Let D = (d, α, s) be a DTD, G(D) = (V, E) be the DTD graph of D, and q = /ax[1] :: l[1]/ · · · /ax[m] :: l[m] be a simple query. Let G i (D) = (V i , E i ) be a graph obtained by adding a subscript i to each node of G(D), that is, V i = {l i | l ∈ V} and E i = {l i → l i | l → l ∈ E} for 0 ≤ i ≤ m
. The xd-graph for q and G(D), denoted G(q, G(D)), is a directed graph (V , E ), where
Here, E insc in Eq. (2) is the set of edges inserting ↓:: l (corresponding to " →↓:: l" in Fig. 5 ), that is,
, where E i is the set of edges of G i (D). E i in Eq. (2) is the set of edges inserting ↓ * :: l (corresponding to " →↓ * :: l" in Fig. 6 ) and is defined as follows. 
Here, D i is the set of edges corresponding to "↓:: l → " in Fig. 5 , C i is the set of edges corresponding to "l → l " in Fig. 5 , and A i is the set of edges corresponding to "↓:: d →↓ * :: l" in Fig. 7 .
2) The case where
and D i is the same as the previous case. L i (resp., R i ) is the set of edges corresponding to "→ + :: d → ← + :: l" (resp., Fig. 8 .
Finally, we define the cost of an edge in G(q, G(D)) = (V , E ). Suppose that γ(l → l ), γ(ax → ax ), γ( → ax :: l), and γ(ax :: l → ) are defined for any l, l ∈ Σ e and any axes ax, ax . Then the cost of an edge e ∈ E , denoted γ(e), is defined as follows.
• The case where e ∈ E insc : We can denote e = l i → l i . Since this edge represents inserting a location step ↓:: l , γ(e) = γ( → ↓:: l ).
• The case where e ∈ E i : We can denote e = l i → l i .
Since this edge represents inserting a location step ↓ * :: l , γ(e) = γ( →↓ * :: l ).
• 
• The case where e ∈ L i : We can denote e = l i−1 → l i . Since this edge represents substituting ax [i] with ← + and substi-
case where e ∈ R i can be defined similarly. For example, assume that γ(ax → ax ) = 0 if ax = ax , γ(l → l ) = 0 if l = l , and that γ(op) = 1 for any other edit operation op. Then for the path p = n 0 → s 0 a 1 d 2 in Fig. 5 , we have γ(p) = γ( →↓::
Algorithm for Finding top-K Queries
In this section, we present an algorithm for finding top-K queries syntactically close to an input query under a DTD. We first consider the case where a query is simple, then present an algorithm for queries in XP.
Algorithm for Simple Query
Let D be a DTD, Σ e be the set of labels in D, q = /ax [1] :: a simple query, and G(q, G(D) ) = (V , E ) be the xd-graph for q and G(D). Moreover, let n 0 ∈ V be the start node and (l[m]) m ∈ V be the accepting node of
G(q, G(D)). If l[m]
Σ e (due to user's typo), then the label l ∈ Σ e "most similar" to l[m] is selected and l m ∈ V is used as the accepting node * 1 . Currently, we select l ∈ Σ e such that the edit distance between l and l[m] is the smallest.
By the definition of xd-graph, in order to find top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, it suffices to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph G(q, G(D) ) between the start * 1
G(q, G(D))
can also have multiple accepting nodes by adding a new "accepting" node n and edges from each node in V m to n. But since this approach tends to output "too diverse" answers, we currently use a single accepting node. -graph G(q, G(D)) for q and G(D).  ( 3 ) Solve the K shortest paths problem * 2 on G(q, G(D) ) between the start node and the accepting node. ( 4 ) Let q 1 , · · · , q K be the queries represented by the K paths obtained above. Return q 1 , · · · , q K . Let us give a simple example. We use query q and DTD D in Fig. 2 , thus we have q = / ↓:: a/ ↓:: e/ ↓:: c and D = (d, α, a) ,
For simplicity, we only consider child axis (the other axes are omitted), and suppose that the cost of each edit operation is one except that γ(l → l ) = 0 whenever l = l . In line 1 of the algorithm, we obtain the DTD graph D(G) shown in Fig. 2 (c) . In line 2, we obtain the xd-graph shown in Fig. 2 (d) , where n 0 is the start node and c 3 is the accepting node. Now, in step 3 we solve the K shortest paths problem on the xd-graph and obtain the following two shortest paths.
• -graph G(q, G(D) ) of q and D is "sound" (every path from the start node to the accepting node corresponds to a valid query) and "complete" (every valid query obtained by some edit script to q is represented by a path from the start node to the accepting node in the xd-graph). Let q k be the prefix of q of length k, that is,
In particular, q 0 = . In the following, we show by induction on |q| that for any node l k in G(q, G(D)), the following two statements hold.
• (Soundness) Any path from the start node to l k represents a valid query retrieving element l obtained by applying an edit script to q k .
• (Completeness) Any valid query retrieving l obtained by applying an edit script to q k is represented by a path from the start node to l k . Basis: |q| = 0 and q = . Thus G(q, G(D)) contains only one * 2 There are a number of algorithms for solving K shortest paths problem (e.g., Refs. [6] , [15] ). Here we can use any of them. DTD graph (G 1 in Fig. 9 ). Since q = , only location step insertions to q are allowed. Thus it is easy to verify that for each node l 0 in G(q, G(D)), the above two statements hold.
Induction: Assume as the induction hypothesis that if |q| < m, then for any node l k in G(q, G(D)), the above two statements hold. Consider the case of |q| = m. Since the soundness is rather clear, we only consider the completeness. Consider an edge between G m−1 and G m , say a m−1 → c m (see Fig. 9 ). We have the following observations.
• By the induction hypothesis, any valid query retrieving a obtained by applying an edit script to q m−1 is represented by a path from the start node to a m−1 , that is, the subgraph A of Fig. 9 is complete.
• By definition, the edges between G m−1 and G m cover all the edit operations to the mth location step of q.
• Assuming that c m is the "document root," we can show similarly to the basis case that any valid query p retrieving e (the label of the accepting node) obtained by applying location step insertions to is represented by a path from c m to e m . That is, the subgraph B of Fig. 9 is complete. The above three observations imply that any valid query retrieving l obtained by applying an edit script to q is represented by a path from the start node to l m , where l m is the accepting node. G(D) ). There are a number of algorithms for solving this problem (e.g., Refs. [6] , [15] ), and we use the extended Dijkstra's algorithm. The time complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is O(K · |E| · log |V|), where E is the set of edges and V is the set of nodes. Since the number of edges in the xd-graph is in O(|q| · |Σ e | 2 ) and that of nodes is in O(|q| · |Σ e |), the time complexity for solving the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph is in O(K · |q| · |Σ e | 2 · log(|q| · |Σ e |)). This is the time complexity of the algorithm. Thus we have the following. Theorem 4 Let D be a DTD, Σ be the set of labels in D, q be a simple XPath query, and K be a positive integer. Then top-K queries syntactically close to q under D can be obtained in O(K · |q| · |Σ| 2 · log(|q| · |Σ|)) time.
Algorithm for Queries in XP
The algorithm proposed in the previous subsection can handle only simple queries. In this subsection, we extend the algorithm so that it handles any queries in XP.
We present an algorithm that finds, for a query q ∈ XP and a DTD D, top-K queries syntactically close to q under D. We first give some definitions. Let q = /ax [1] 
otherwise.
Suppose that ax[m] = @. By definition the set of edit operations applicable to ax[m]
We now present the algorithm. To find top-K queries syntactically close to a query q under a DTD D, we again construct an xd-graph G(sp(q), G(D)) and solve the K shortest paths problem on the xd-graph. But since q may not be simple, before solving the K shortest paths problem we modify G(sp(q), G(D)) as follows * 3 .
• Suppose exp [i] . The cost of deleting location step ax[i]:: are one (their labels are omitted). cate of q. Note that, due to step (3-a), the costs of "vertical" edges
, and e 1 e 2 are increased by one (the edges labeled by "2" in Fig. 13 ), since these edges now represent deleting ↓:: b[↓:: e] instead of deleting ↓:: b. Over this modified graph, we solve the K shortest paths problem between n 0 and c 3 (step 5). The followings are the three shortest paths whose costs are one.
• However, the ratio does not reach 100% due to the three incorrect queries 5, 6, and 7 in Table 3 . Since the cost of location step deletion is set to be larger than that of location step insertion, incorrect queries containing redundant location steps tend not to be contained in the result of the algorithm. More concretely, one of the incorrect query is the following, /closed_auctions/closed_auction/annotation/description//keyword and the corresponding correct query is as follows. The algorithm does not predict it since it needs to delete two location steps /annotation and /description (and to insert one location step /site).
/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction//keyword
In this experiment, we use a simple ad-hoc cost function and we might obtain a more better result if we use a more sophisticated cost function. This is an important future work.
Execution Time of the Algorithm
Since the size of an xd-graph may become very large, pruning of xd-graph is important to obtain top-K queries efficiently. We evaluate the execution time of the algorithm, as follows.
( 1 ) Pruning of xd-graph becomes more effective as the accepting node is near to the start node. We divide the queries shown in Table 3 into two sets. First set Q 1 contains queries 1-8 whose target element (accepting node) is "keyword", which is far from the start node (the distance between the start node and the accepting node is 6 in the DTD graph of auction.dtd). Second set Q 2 contains queries 9-20 whose target element is "bidder", which is near from the start node (the distance between the start node and the accepting node is 3). ( 2 ) For each set Q 1 and Q 2 and each K = 1, · · · , 10, we execute the algorithm with the same cost function of the previous experiment and measure its execution time. Figure 15 plots the average execution times for Q 1 , and Fig. 16 for Q 2 , with/without pruning. With pruning the average execution time for Q 1 is about 0.51 to 0.81 seconds, while without pruning execution requires about twice the time in the average. On the other hand, with pruning the average execution time for Q 2 is about 10 milliseconds, while without pruning the average execuc 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan tion time is increased by a factor of 85 to 113. Thus, with pruning the algorithm runs efficiently and the pruning brings a much reduction of the execution time of the algorithm especially for queries targeting near nodes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm that finds, for a query q, a DTD D, and a positive integer K, top-K queries syntactically close to q under D. Experimental results suggest that the algorithm outputs "correct" answers efficiently in many cases.
As a future work, we should devise a method for determining reasonable costs of edit operations automatically, since it may be difficult for users to specify the cost of each edit operation exactly. Possibly, slack costs cause a localized solution. Therefore they need to be determined carefully.
